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Alasdair watches David Lynch’s Rabbits in a dark empty house at 10 PM.
~

 
Ah, Easter. A time for
celebration and renewal. A
time for the greening of
the world and the hopeful
warmth of an April morn.
A time for pagan fertility
symbols to continue their
uneasy mambo with
Christian theology. A time,
above all else, for bunnies.

  
I am here today to talk
about bunnies. But not
just any bunnies. No,
these are special bunnies, bunnies who are not what they seem. They are David
Lynch's bunnies, and they will haunt your dreams.

  
If you've seen the glorious mind-screw that is Inland Empire, you may already be
familiar with these strange creatures. They originally appeared way back in 2002 on
Lynch's website in a short series simply entitled Rabbits. Though the original series
have long since disappeared, they have appeared on a separate DVD release and can
be found sprinkled across Youtube.

  
In terms of summary, there isn't a lot to say. The premise of the series is aptly
summed up by the tagline "in a nameless city, deluged by continuous rain, three
rabbits live with a fearful mystery." There are only three characters: Jack (David Lynch
regular Scott Coffey), Jane (Laura Elena Harding, previously seen in Mulholland Drive)
and Suzie (Naomi Watts, the same), all of whom are decked out in brown rabbit
costumes and clothes. All of the action takes place in a barely furnished apartment
evocative of Henry's sad dwelling in Eraserhead. Although the rabbits move about, we
remain in their apartment, watching them silently through the living room wall.

  
As each episode progresses, however, it becomes clear that something is seriously
amiss. While the three rabbits are clearly talking at each other, none of them seem to
be able to talk to each other. A question one rabbit asks another will be answered in
the following episode, or will receive multiple replies that could easily apply to the same
question. While confusing to listen to at first, certain patterns begin to emerge in their
conversation, suggesting a search for information is underway in a realm where the
flow of time has been deeply distorted.

  
Rabbits is, at heart, a noir mystery, and as such embodies many of the trope that
Lynch has used and loved throughout his career. The setting appears to be an outlying
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district of Jedidiah Berry's unnamed mid-century metropolis, a realm of shadow where
only 100-watt lamps can pierce the dark, throwing up coronas of light on the apartment
walls, and where the air echoes with the patter of rain and the bellow of distant train
horns. The rabbits, huddling together in the gloom, oppressed by their own shadows,
question each other about the nature of their reality, trying to make sense of it all. At
the same time, each rabbit seems to operate according to secret orders, with Jack
being the only rabbit allowed to enter and leave the apartment, and Suzie seeming to
have some ability to restrain/summon the forces which surround them. Despite their
efforts, the rabbits remain bound by their inability to remember their pasts and by their
fear of unseen authority, manifested as a set of footsteps marching up to the
apartment door, silently demanding some unknown business.

  
Authority manifests itself in a more metaphysical fashion as well; at the end of the
second episode, the lights flicker out, a muddy red glow suffuses the apartment, and a
terrifying wraithlike head manifests out of the gloom, bellowing a distorted gibberish to
the rabbits. The show occasionally delves into straight-out prophecy; each rabbit has
an single episode in which they enter the empty apartment, recite a disturbing
convoluted monologue (the same for all three, abridged and rearranged) under the
glare of a giant superimposed match head, only to vanish, to the delight of an unseen
audience.

  
The audience, incidentally, brings up another odd appropriation of Rabbits, namely that
of the sitcom laugh track. Normally used as a hackneyed sweetener of jokes, Lynch
turns the track into another sinister center of authority. At first the laughter seems to
emerge at random points, laughing at seemingly innocuous statements made by the
rabbits. In time it seems to exert a subtle control over the rabbits, with the three
holding a tableaux for a good thirty seconds whenever a rabbit enters the apartment,
giving the "audience" enough time to finish cheering. The laughter also takes on a more
cruel aspect, almost mocking the rabbits whenever they try to determine the time of
day.

  
In the end, Rabbits is a weird little Rorschach blot of a film project. There are no
explicit answers given, though any number of inferences can be drawn, particularly
with regard to potential connections to both Mulholland Drive and Inland Empire. And
with eight 5-7 minute episodes, the idea doesn't stick around long enough to wear out
its welcome. Rabbits is enigmatic, terrifying, and surprisingly evocative.

  
In short, it's classic Lynch.

  
The eight episodes can be found on Youtube (and subtitled in Russian by the Youtube
poster for your viewing pleasure) through the links below .

  
[UPDATE: The videos in question have been removed from YouTube by their original
poster. Fortunately, another kind soul at DailyMotion has edited the eight episodes into
one subtitle-free 42-minute block here. -Alasdair Czyrnyj, September 9, 2010]
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